
About the job
Development of a native iOS app with active 
participation

Build new product features and iterate them based on 
user feedback and analytic data

Understanding the importance of UX and learning new 
technologies

A strong understanding of app architectures and 
interested in the constant improvement of code quality

Work on bug fixing and improving application 
performance

Continuously discover, evaluate, and implement new 
technologies to maximize development efficiency


What we offer
A real impact and the opportunity to actively improve the 
lives of many people

Remote-first culture

Competitive salary

Being a part of the initial founding and technology team

Hands on mentality and quick decision-making 
processes

Personal development into management topics

MacBook Pro and your choice of other hardware 

A STRAFFR Band




Interested? Contact us:



Send us your CV with a short email describing your 
motivation to hr@straffr.com  

Don't think you fit but you love the product? Let us know 
why you are motivated to work with us.

What we look for

STRAFFR is a German tech-enabled fitness platform. It is our vision to empower people to improve their lives through 
personalized and effective fitness solutions.

At STRAFFR we focus on hardware enabled software solutions that can improve the lives of millions of 

people. STRAFFR is a smart resistance band that connects to the STRAFFR app which acts as a personal 

trainer. We are an early stage fitness startup founded by ambitious entrepreneurs and sport enthusiasts. 

Health and Technology is our greatest passion, which we combined with founding STRAFFR. 



Do you love the challenge of developing cutting edge technologies as much as we do? Join us on our 

mission as an iOS Developer. As a developer in our team, you are working on the core functions of our 

product. You will be developing product features, collaborate with the design and hardware team and 

improve the application performance. 

iOS Developer - Germany

Huge interest in developing iOS apps 

Experience in computer science or information 
technology

At least 1 year of iOS development experience

Familiar with Swift & XCode (without storyboard)

A passion for agile product development within a fitness 
startup






